SADRA Conflict Transformation was formed
in 2013 to provide knowledge and skills
through training and research to the Southern African Communities.
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SADRA
- Conflict
Building a peaceful & non-violent society

Its overall objectives are to:
 Contribute in building a society that
embraces non-violence
 Teach peaceful methods of resolving
conflict
 Train in using conflict transformation
for resolving differences
SADRA has done programming in Lesotho
and Swaziland in addition to South Africa.

The Baobab tree has for many generations
been a gathering place where conflicting
parties sit in its shade to engage in dialogue.
Its majestic image embodies the best of
African tradition in using non-violence as an
approach to conflict transformation. This is
why SADRA chose the Baobab as its logo, to
remind us of our role in providing a place
where peace is made.
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SADRA - Conflict Transformation
Training leaders now
SADRA is training leaders for today’s struggles and
leadership for tomorrow. Societal transformation
and reconciliation have been difficult. Intervention
and training at the grassroots level is where the
difference is made.
Focusing on youth, SADRA has been active in:
 Mediating the University protests,
 Training peer mediators in high schools,
 Providing educators with conflict management
skills for restorative and positive discipline.

SADRA’s vision is to have
20 trained conflict mediators,
in 20 communities, by 2020.
Mandela led South Africa
on the long road toward
freedom, yet, there is still a
long way to go to reach the
dream of a free and prosperous African continent.

Training Packages available
With a panel of specialized trainers, SADRA offers
customised conflict transformation training packages at very reasonable rates. Please contact us
for a free assessment and quote.

SADRA works in:




STAFF

Community Conflict Transformation
Peace Education in Schools
Election Support

SADRA provides conflict mediation, peace training,
capacity and team-building, and specific interventions to issues such as school violence and xenophobic attacks.
SADRA’s clients include schools and universities,
community and government leaders, pastors and
churches, as well as traditional leaders.
SADRA actively seeks to collaborate with other
programs and to network with all affected stakeholders. Partnerships are essential to holistic and
sustainable solutions.
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